Current interruption phenomena in HV disconnectors with high-speed opening auxiliary contacts
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Abstract—High-speed opening auxiliary contacts (“whip type device”) is used to enhance the capacitive current interruption capability of air-break disconnectors. Firstly the paper introduces the basic working principle of this device. Secondly a series of laboratory tests are described. The voltages at both sides of the disconnector and the current through the disconnector are measured. The arc images are recorded by a high-speed camera with 1000 frames/s as well. The test data and arc images are studied for both failed- and successful interruptions. Finally, conclusions and remarks are given.

Index Terms—Arc, capacitive current, disconnector, high voltage, current interruption, re-ignition, test, whip-type, testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

To allow an air-break disconnector (also called Disconnect Switch: DS) to interrupt certain currents, several auxiliary devices such as arcing horns, vacuum interrupters, SF₆ interrupters can be employed to reduce the effects and the duration of the arcs drawn during opening. In the early 1950s, a high-speed opening auxiliary contacts device called whip-type interrupter, attached to the blades of a disconnector, was introduced. According to the references [1]-[9] a high-velocity whip with spring interrupter has the potential to greatly reduce the arcing time. For instance, whip-type devices were reported and used successfully to drop 32km of a 138 kV line and 17 km of a 115 kV line [1], [7], [9]. This device achieves a large gap in a very short time when the whip releases. It is currently used in North America to interrupt small capacitive currents, and also transformer magnetizing currents. It can be installed on any type of disconnector and in any mounting position [2]. The basic principle is: while the disconnector blades open, the whip springs remain in contact until the blades are some distance apart. Then, the whip is released, and its swing extinguishes the arc rapidly, mainly because a large gap is reached in a very short time. The operating steps for the center-break disconnector with whip are shown in Fig.1.

− Step 1, with the disconnector closed the current flows through the main blades. The whip is not a part of the circuit.
− Step 2, as the disconnector blades start to open, the whip is moving. The left part of the whip is connected with the right part of the whip through a hook. The current flow is established through the left disconnector blade, the whip, and the hook.
− Step 3, as the blades continue to open, the mechanical energy is stored in the whip because of its spring nature. The whip is released at a certain point and the left part of the whip moves away from the hook. In the mean time, there is an arc between the hook and the tip of the whip.
− Step 4, due to the energy stored in the spring, the whip is released with a very high velocity; a large open air gap can be established between the tips of the whip rapidly and consequently between the main blades. The circuit is interrupted and a visible separation is provided.

It was found that high tip speed of quick-break devices significantly increase the interruption capability of a capacitive current. Assuming the arc reignites at the highest TRV and continues to burn at maximum for another half cycle \( T_{\text{1/2}} \) to extinguish completely at the next current zero crossing, the arc duration \( T_{\text{arc}} \) can be estimated roughly with:

\[
T_{\text{arc}} = \frac{2.2 \sqrt{2U_r}}{v_{\text{air}} E} + T_{\text{1/2}} \quad (1)
\]

Here \( v_{\text{air}} \) is the opening velocity of the air gap; \( E \) is the air withstand electrical field; and \( U_r \) is the system phase voltage. To allow for some margin, the system voltage is taken to be at 1.1pu and thus the recovery voltage peak of 2.2pu is applicable, which means that the maximal TRV (Transient Recovery Voltage) the circuit can offer is 2.2\( \sqrt{2} U_r \) [4].
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Equation (1) shows that the larger $E$ and $v_{\text{air}}$ are and the lower $U_s$ is, the shorter the arc duration is. The whip should be released as fast as possible with little bounce. The breakdown field strength $E$ is affected by many factors, such as thermal effects from the arc current, blade geometry, air parameters, and so forth.

As mentioned before, there are several publications on this topic. However, there is little information on the interruption phenomena, such as the behavior of the arc on interruption. In order to test the interruption capability of a center-break disconnector (manufacturer HAPAM) for capacitive current and to investigate the phenomena, a series of tests is done at the ZKU High Power Laboratory (HPL), Prague.

II. TEST SET-UP

During the tests, the average relative humidity was 59%, temperature 22°C and sunny weather conditions. Tests were performed in a test-cell that had one side facing the open air, excluding strong wind.

According to the newest IEC technical report [10], firstly $C_s/C_l=28/320\text{nF}$ is selected; the current to be interrupted $I_d$ is about 10A and the system supply voltage $U_s$ is 104kV. Secondly $C_s/C_l=25/220\text{nF}$ is selected, the current $I_d$ is around 7A with 104kV $U_s$. Two voltage dividers with ratios of 2000 V/V are used. The current is measured using Pearson Current Transformers (CT) with 0.05V/A sensitivity. The source side voltage $u_{\text{cs}}$, load side voltage $u_{\text{cl}}$, the current through the disconnector $i_{\text{dp}}$ (the current at power frequency) and $i_{\text{dh}}$ (the current at high frequency) are recorded by a Nicolet Genesis Digital System using isolated digitizers. A high-speed camera with speed of 1000 frames/s is used to record arc images.

The type of the disconnector to be tested is center-break, with rated voltage of 145kV. The distance between two supporting insulators is 1650mm. The ratings for normal current and short circuit current are 1600A, 80kA peak respectively. The laboratory test set-up is shown in Fig. 2. A simplified equivalent circuit for the test is shown in Fig. 3. The total number of full tests in the two series is 33.

In the first series, the current to be interrupted $I_d$ ranges between 9.0 - 9.9A, one out of six performed tests failed. A failed test means the arc is not able to extinguish by itself before the blades of the disconnector are completely opened. On the contrary, a successful test means the arc manages to extinguish itself before the main blades are fully open. In the second series, the current to be interrupted $I_d$ ranges between 6.1 - 6.9A. One out of 27 performed tests failed.

The tests consisted of repeated close-open operations, however, only the open procedure is described in this paper. The arcs were either straight between the two tips of the whip contacts for successful tests or erratic in the air rooting at the main blades of the disconnector for failed tests. There are always re-ignitions, either by thermal or by dielectric breakdown. In order to explain these phenomena failed tests and successful tests are discussed separately.

III. FAILED TESTS ANALYSIS

There were two failed tests, one in the series with $I_d = 9.0 - 9.9A$ and another one in the series with $I_d = 6.1- 6.9A$. After studying the measured data from these failed tests, it was found that the two processes of attempted interruptions behaved similarly. Therefore, only the failed test with interrupted current $I_d = 9.3A$ is described below.
A. Analysis Electrical Signals

Fig. 4 shows the wave shapes of the voltage \( u_d = u_{cs} - u_{cl} \) across the blades of the disconnector and the current \( i_d \) through the whip. The interruption process starts at \( P_1 \) (time \( t=0 \)) and ends at \( P_3 \) (time \( t=800\text{ms} \)), where the laboratory master breaker interrupts the current. There is an arc after the tips of the whip are separated (time \( P_1 \)).

In order to understand the process two phases (Phase I and Phase II) and a critical point \( P_2 \) are distinguished.

- **Phase I** \( (P_1-P_2) \)
  In this period the arc, which lasts 3 cycles, starts at \( P_1 \) and ends at \( P_{12} \). The arc reignites at each half cycle. The re-ignition voltages are relatively low (less than 20kV) and the disconnector current has obvious zero periods (see Fig. 4b), which also means the arc stops temporarily and then re-ignites once in each half cycle.

- **Critical point** \( P_2 \)
  The arc extincts temporarily at \( P_{12} \). However, there is a very high re-ignition voltage of 287 kV breaking down the air gap at time \( P_2 \). This re-ignition voltage is close to the maximum TRV of 294kV \( (2\sqrt{2}U_s) \) [4]. The arc reignites again at this point. Due to the source and load side capacitors’ charge equalization [11], a high-frequency current of 220A is observed (Fig. 4d), but overvoltages across load- and source side capacitors are not observed.

- **Phase II** \( (P_2-P_3) \)
  After the critical point \( P_2 \), the arc is re-installed between the main blades (not between the whip contacts) until it is interrupted finally by the master breaker. Fig. 4(a) shows that the arc lasts about 800ms before the master breaker interrupts. Fig. 4c is an expansion in the period \( P_2-P_3 \) at \( t = 220-225\text{ms} \). Obvious arc current zero periods cannot be observed and the arc burns continuously without a measurable voltage to re-ignite, implying thermal re-ignition after every current zero. Fig. 4a also shows that the arc voltage is increasing gradually, from a few kV at the beginning up to 30kV in the end. The arc current and voltage are in phase which implies that the arc has a resistive nature. The arc voltage increases with the increase of the arc length [4].

B. Image Analysis

The images show that the arc is almost straight between two tips of the whip in Phase I (a typical arc image shown in Fig. 5). It can be observed clearly that the arc re-ignites and extinguishes each half cycle through intensity differences of arc brightness. The arc is moving upwards and is continuously burning at Phase II (a typical arc image is shown in Fig. 6). In order to show the arc position as a function of time, a two dimensional arc representation is given. Position “0” is the top of the left insulator; \( D \) is the horizontal distance from the left insulator to the right insulator; height \( H \) starts from the root of disconnector blades (see Fig. 6).

![Fig. 4. (a) Wave shapes of the voltage \( u_d \) and the current \( i_d \) (b) their expansion at \( t=0-100\text{ms} \), (c) at \( t=220-325\text{ms} \) and (d) \( i_d \) at \( P_2 \), \( t=0 \) is the moment when the two tips of the whip are released from each other (\( i_d=9.3\text{A} \), failed interruption).](image1)

![Fig. 5. A typical image of the arc in Phase I.](image2)
Phase II

Compared with the arc in Phase I, the arc in Phase II burns between two main blades, not between the whip tips; it is burning continuously, has a more arc-like shape and moves upwards. Fig. 10 shows the arc motion during $P_2-P_3$ of Phase II. It takes about 70 half cycles until the arc is interrupted by the master breaker. From each half cycle one frame is selected. Each sub-figure shows frames taken at corresponding phase angles for 10 subsequent half cycles; the seven sub-figures cover the complete arc duration. The time difference between two curves therefore is 10ms and between two sub-figures is 100ms. The results show that the arc behaves erratic and moves upwards gradually; this is different from the straight arc in Fig. 7 and 9. The arc always follows the previous path which means the thermal behavior is the main effect. The last sub-figure in Fig. 10 shows the moving speed of the highest point of the arc. It moves upwards with an almost constant velocity of 1.4 m/s.

The arc shape has not a perfect arc curvature but has several concave parts. These parts become deeper with increasing time. The deepest concave part is observed at the last sub-figure.
A typical half cycle in Phase II, from 474ms to 484ms, is selected for analysis. Ten frames separated by 1ms difference are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Arc motion in a typical half cycle within the period of $P_2$-$P_3$.

The arc shape of these ten frames remains almost constant, while it is gradually moving upwards. The arc intensity difference between two successive frames is less obvious compared to Phase I. The 5th, 6th or 7th (near current maximum) frames have higher intensity than the earlier frames.

Based on the results on failed interruptions the following conclusions are drawn:

- Capacitive current interruption with a whip disconnector causes a long arc between both tips of the whip firstly and main blades of the disconnector after the re-ignition. Initially, the arc is burning in a straight line between the whip contacts. After that, due to a high re-ignition voltage, the arc re-ignites between the main blades and it continues to burn and tends to move upwards.

- The failed interruption process includes two phases. In Phase I the arc re-ignites dielectrically and the re-ignition voltages are rather low (about 10-20kV). The arc current has obvious zero-periods at which it extincts temporarily and re-ignites regularly at each half cycle. The arc length in Phase I increase rapidly, determined by the whip gap elongation. In Phase II the arc re-ignites thermally, and burns continuously. The arc has no obvious current-zero periods. The arc voltage increases with the length of the arc (also arc reach) while moving upwards [4]. The highest vertical point of each arc is going upwards linearly. With a moving speed of about 1.4m/s, the arc may easily endanger nearby electrical components of the network.

- After re-ignition, the arc path keeps following the path of the extinct arc both in Phase I and in Phase II. This implies that the thermal effect is a significant factor for the interruption, notably by reducing the breakdown in the hot trajectory of the just extinct arc.

- Within a half cycle, the arc light intensity depends on the (sinusoidal) arc current. It is highest at the peak value of the arc current. For an entire interruption progress, the highest arc intensity occurs at critical point $P_2$ where the re-ignition voltage is the highest. Apparently, the arc current and the re-ignition voltage are key factors which influence the arc intensity.

- There is a high re-ignition voltage which is close to the maximum TRV of circuit at the critical point $P_2$ where the re-ignition voltage is the highest. Apparently, the arc current and the re-ignition voltage are key factors which influence the arc intensity.

IV. SUCCESSFUL TEST DATA ANALYSES

In successful interruptions the arc normally lasts several tens of milliseconds. Fig. 12 shows the arcing time versus the interrupted current $I_d$. 

![Fig. 10. Arc motion from $P_2$-$P_3$ and for highest vertical point the velocity versus frame number (frames are separated by 10ms).](image)

![Fig. 11. Arc motion in a typical half cycle within the period of $P_2$-$P_3$.](image)
Fig. 12. Arcing time versus the interrupted current for successful tests.

Fig. 12 shows the arcing time spreads between 45ms and 75ms. It is much shorter compared to the arcing time from an interruption using a disconnector without whip, where the arcing time normally lasts a few hundred milliseconds, and even can be up to several seconds [4], [11]. According to the tests, the arcing time does not appear to have a clear relationship with the interrupted current, at least for values up to 9A. Similar tests also show the arcing time ranges from 40ms to 72ms at $I_d = 7.2A$ [13]. This is different from a disconnector without whip, where the arcing time strongly depends on the interrupted current. This is related to the high opening speed compared to the main blades of a disconnector which move with a relatively low speed of typically 0.5 m/s.

Through careful study of all the measured data and images from the successful tests with current $I_d = 6.1 - 6.9A$, it is found that successful tests can be divided into three types of interruptions according to their final re-ignitions. Wave shapes for these currents $i_d$ and voltages $u_d$ across the tips for the three types of interruptions are shown in Fig. 13, 14 and 15 respectively.

Type I, typically as shown in Fig. 13, has only one very high final (dielectric) re-ignition voltage (see time $t_3$) with a value of more than 200kV occurring after several thermal re-ignitions, the re-ignition voltages of which are rather low, up to several tens kV (see $t_1$ and $t_2$). This type of interruption is observed in 60% of all successful tests. The range of the highest re-ignition voltages is from 200kV-289kV (1.4-2.0 p.u.), which is close to the maximum TRV. Also high re-ignition currents with values up to 531A in these tests are observed at high frequency when the capacitor banks at both sides equalize upon re-ignition [11]. After the re-ignition at $t_3$, the arc extincts completely at the next current zero crossing and the interruption is successful. The arcing time of Type I is between 60ms and 75 ms in this test.

The arc only burns between the tips of the whip and not between the main blades. This is a significant difference between failed tests and successful tests. The typical arc image for successful tests is shown in Fig. 5.

The arc motion within different half cycles before $t_3$ (Fig. 13) is analyzed. Five frames with time difference of 10ms, each of which is selected directly after re-ignition, are shown in Fig. 16. The vertical extension of the arc is again negligible. The arc length (horizontal) ranges from 33mm to 370mm.

The arc motion after $t_3$ (re-ignition) to extinction is shown in Fig. 17. The arc intensity is strongest at the re-ignition moment and then becomes weaker. However, after 3 - 4 frames, it becomes temporarily stronger and finally weaker again. That means the arc brightness does not only depend on energy input by the high-frequency current at re-ignition, but also on the arc power frequency current. This conclusion is similar as that drawn from study of the failed tests.
Type II interruption is shown in Fig. 14, where there are two re-ignitions with relatively low voltages TRV of 150 - 172kV. These re-ignition voltages are about half of the maximum TRV the circuit supplied. This type interruption comprises about 10% of all tests. In the type II the re-ignition current is also high, but its value (200 - 300A) is lower than the re-ignition current observed in Type I (300 - 500A). The arcing time in Type II is between 60ms and 75ms as well.

The arc images in Type II have similar characteristics as type I. The differences between arc Type I and Type II are the visual intensity and diameter of the arc column. The intensity of the arc at re-ignition from Type I is much higher than that from Type II. The diameter of the arc at re-ignition from Type I is much larger than that from Type II as well.

The typical wave shape of Type III is shown in Fig. 15. This type of interruption comprises 30% of the tests. In this type, no dielectric re-ignition is observed: the final (highest) re-ignition voltage remains in the thermal arc range and is a few tens of kV. Most of re-ignition voltages are below 50kV and the arc duration is shorter than 60ms.

Fig. 18 shows the arc types upon each final re-ignition for Type I (a), Type II (b) and Type III (c) respectively. It can be observed that the intensity is brightest for Type I and weakest for Type III. The visible diameter of Type I (a), Type II (b) and Type III (c) is approximately 60mm, 43mm and 36mm respectively.

Through the analysis of successful tests, the following conclusions are drawn.

- There are three types of successful interruptions. Type I, which occurs in 60% of the tests, has the largest re-ignition voltage almost up to (2√2U_s). A current up to 531A is measured at re-ignition. The arc in Type I has the highest intensity and the largest diameter of the arc column.
- Type II, which comprises 10% of the tests, has also a large re-ignition voltage up to 150kV (√2U_s) but significantly lower than that for Type I. A high current through the whip up to 300A is caused, which is lower than that from Type I. The arc upon re-ignition has lower intensity and smaller diameter compared to Type I.
- Type III, which occupies 30% of the tests, has lowest maximal re-ignition voltage with a value up to 50kV. There is no high re-ignition current observed. The intensity of the arc is weakest at the re-ignition and the arc has a smallest diameter compared to Type I and Type II interruption.
- The shapes of the arc are not straight lines between two tips, but bends several times near the middle part (see Fig.17, 18). The arc intensity and diameter are higher with larger re-ignition voltage and arc current.
- The arcing time is between 45ms and 75ms, not clearly depending on the interrupted current magnitude for the current range in the test. However, the arcing time in Type I and Type II is over 60ms, which is longer than the arcing time from Type III.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper the capacitive current interruption process using a centre-break disconnector with a whip interrupter is studied in detail experimentally. The main conclusions are:

The arc starts to burn straight between tips of the whip once it is released. It remains straight and extincts completely if the air gap is large enough and there are no further re-ignitions before the whip is fully released. If the test fails, the arc reignites between the main blades and moves upwards rapidly. Experience show that once the arc reignites between the main blades, the interruption will fail.

The arc tries to keep the same path after each re-ignition,
which means the arc always experiences the hot air as the easiest channel for re-ignition.

The arc brightness depends on the arc current and the re-ignition voltage. The higher re-ignition voltage and arc current are, the stronger the arc intensity is. The arc shapes between tips of the whip are almost straight with a slight bending; the shapes of arcs burning between two blades are curves with several concaves.

The length of the straight arc before the arc burns upwards depends only on the increasing air gap distance. That means the higher the whip separation speed is, the longer the arc is, and the faster the arc extends, probably because of avoiding of accumulation of thermal energy that reduces re-ignition voltage.

The overvoltage by a disconnector interruption of capacitive currents is one of the main causes for over voltages in the network. A value of 2.5 p.u. was reported in literature [4]. However, there is no overvoltage across the capacitors observed in the tests in this study. A re-ignition current up to 531A is found.

The test shows the whip is a very effective way to increase capability of the disconnector to interrupt the capacitive current since the arcing time is much shorter compared to the interruption by disconnector without whip. The moment that the whip releases, however, should be chosen such that dielectric re-ignition of the arc between the main blades is avoided.

Although much data are studied in this paper, it is still insufficient from statistical point of view. It is hard to find what the actual reasons are for tests to fail: possibly the whip was released before sufficient main blade gap was reached. There is no information on the bounce of whip (reduction of whip spacing after reaching the maximum gap length) as well, since a bounce of the whip is a vital factor affecting the interruption capability. More measurements with different whip types, whip settings and with different interrupted current are required.
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